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SODALISTS PLAN ANNUAL DANCE
Committee Prepares
For Homecoming

OC, X-Capades
Set For Future
Sodality Events

by Wayne Fehr

by Mike Markiewicz

· The big Homecoming weekend is only two weeks off now,
and preparations for the celebration are well under way. Plans
for Homecoming floats are being submitted to the Float Committee by the various clubs on campus. A total of fifteen floats
will appear in the parade before the Detroit game on Satur-

With the school year hardly
more than started, the Sodalities
are already immersed in a variety of projects. First and foremost comes Operation Christ, the
largest of the Sodality's apostolates, which is under the. direction of T. J. Paulus this year.
The first meeting of OC was
held a couple of weeks back at
St. Xavier High School. It was
very successful and a post-high
school group is now being organized.

day, October 18. Prizes of $50 and
$25 will be awarded to the two
best floats.
The campaign to elect a Homecoming Queen is also beginning
to rumble into action. Pictures of
the lovely candidates, each spon·
sored by a student organization,
will be posted in South Ball for
the admiration of voten. Balloting wlll take place next week,
and the winner will be announced
at the Armory dance on October
10. .The Queen and her royal
court wlll preside over the Home-.
coming game, parade, and dance.
The Homecoming weekend will
begin this year on Thursday evening, the 16th of October, with
a Jazz Concert in the Fieldhouse.
Another first at Xavier~ this program will bring the nationally
known Four Freshmen to enter. taln Homecoming celebrants.

Price of admission: $1.50.
On Friday night the Dads Club
will sponsor a father-son program
in the Armory for all Xavier
Dads, including those from the
Detroit area who will come to
Xavier for the game on Saturday. Guests at the program will
be Coach Jim Mccafferty and the
members of the NIT-winning basketball team of last year. A movie
of the final game with Dayton
will be shown, and refreshments
served. The program will not last
longer than an hour, so as not
to in.terfere with the other big
event of Friday night.
On Friday night,1 the 17th of
FOUR FRESHMEN WILL BE HERE OCT. 16
October, Xavier students and
by John Logsdon
their friends will gather for the
big float-building party, always 'Dhe Four Freshmen, who appear They each are outstanding inan important part of the Home- in the Fieldhouse on Oct. 16 as strumentalists, appealing to audi·
coming weekend. From the con- part of homecoming festivities, ences visually as well as vocally
(Co?'ltinued on Page 8)
became a vocal group at Arthur and instrumentally.
Jordan Conservatory in. Indiann .,:,,•Bcb Flanigan· sings the top
apolis in 1948 while :they were in voice, plays .trombone, and doutheir freshman year. Their first bles on bass. Don Barbour, the
jobs were in local clubs where second voice, is ·featured on many
they soon hit upon the idea of solos and plays guitar. Ross Bara five-voice sound with only four bour handles all · the introducby Bob Otto, News Associate Editor
tions, sings third voice, and plays
voices.
The ring committee for the class of 1960 announced today
This germ of an idea has grown drum and frumpet .. Ken Albers,
that Wednesday, Oct. 8 will be the day for juniors to orde1· and has been polished and pe1·- the bass voice in the group, plays
their rings in South Hall from 8:00 a.m. ·until 5:00 p.m.
fected until today the Four Fresh- trumpet and mellophone and is
......
.. ";··::·· .. ··
men stand at the head of the featured solo-wise both vocally
..
class, known throughout the and instrumentally. Bob, Ross,
•.:.
country for ·their distinctive, and Don are original members of
the group, ·and are all from Indioriginal style.
. ·.'.
ana. Ken, who replaced Ken
One night in 1950 they were
.··[
Errair with the Freshmen in
playing in Dayton, Ohio. A local April, 1956, hails from New Jer. ·.,:
disc jockey and booster took Stan
sey.
Kenton to hear them. One audi·
The Four Freshmen have won
tion was all he needed to send
them to Hollywood, sign them to the "Best Vocal Group" category
a Capitol Recording contract, and in the METRONOME MAGA·
. give them the push that led them ZINE poll the last three years,
in DOWNBEAT poll the last four
to stardom.
years, and in 1957 led the field
,Since 1955, and their highly
in the Billboard and United Press
successful single of DAY BY Disc-Jockey's poll.
DAY, the Four Freshmen have
Tickets for the concert are now
had a succession of hits, including
GRADUATION DAY, CHAR· on sale in South Ball and Student
MAINE, JULIE IS BER NAME, Activities Office. Student price ls
and WHISTLE ME SOME $1.50. This eoncert ls the first
BLUES, topped by their al· presentation of the Xavier Jazz
bums, VOICES ·IN MODERN, Club; in following concerts they
FRESHMEN FAVORITES, FOUR hope to feature such jazz greats
FRESHMEN AND FIVE TROl\I· as Duke Ellington, Dave Bru·
BONES, F 0 UR FRESHMEN beek, Count Basie, and the ModAND FiVE TRUMPETS, FOUR ern Jazz Quartet.
FRESHMEN AND FIVE SAXES,
VOICES IN LATIN, and FOUR
FRESHMEN IN PERSON.
Plans for the presentation of
Coupled with their recording the trophy to the winner of the
successes have been numerous Xavier-UC football game were.
guest spots on network TV shows formulated at a joint session of
and outstanding successes in con- the XU-UC Student Counclls.
cert appearances in colleges and
A brief history of the trophy
ballrooms throughout the coun- before the game and the trophy
try. In 1956 the Freshmen were itself wm be presented after the
featured in the Nat Cple-Ted game by Mayor Donald Clancy.
Heath concert tour. This summer Fr. Paul L. O'Connor, S.I., presl·
they were undoubtedly the hit of dent of Xavier, and Dr. Walter
the French Lick Jazz Festival.
Langson, president of the Uni·
venlty
of Cincinnati, will pre·
A unique feature of the Four
THE NEW LOOK IN XAVIER CLASS RINGS
Freshmen Is the fact that they side over the ceremonies.
The Counclls spilt the cost of
Al an lnclucement to Junlon to the order box at 5:00 p.m. Wed- provide their own instrumental the trophy. In the eveJJt of a tie
aceompanlment-a
fact
that
per·
orcler their rlnp at tbl9 Ume,. a nelday. Students wllhlnl pre·
game, each school wlil hold the
fne rln1 will be pven to _the Cbrlltmas dellve11 are uke4 to mlts them almost unlimited ver- trophy for a half 1ear.
atWt1
In
concert
performances.
(Continued OD P111 I)
Junior wb• name II drawn fnm

1960 Class Ring
-~~;!''

~~

.'.

·:

NOTICE

'•

Other plans for the near future
include the X-Capades, the an·
nual dance held at Castle Farms
after the XU-UC football game.
Tickets are on sale now in South
Hall at $3.00 per couple. A new
innovation this year is the scheduling of trips to other schools
throughout the midwest, where
Xavier Sodalists will discuss the
Sodality way of life with students from other schools. The
first of these trips will 'be this
coming Sunday, October 5th,
when the Sodality will travel to
Julienne High School in Dayton.
After this will come excursions
to such places as St. Mary of the
Woods in Terre Haute and Bellarmine College in Louisville.
Plans are already being formed
for more distant Sodality projects such as the annual Variety
Show and Training School of
Catholic Action.

News Salutes
Schaffstein
The Xavier News salute Robert Schaffstein as senior and
outstanding student of the week.
We have all noticed how the
band has shown improvement
this year after last week's fine
show; this, one might say, is
due to the help that Mr Gil
Maringer has received from Bob.
Bob is the first in the history of
Xavier to have the title of Student Director of the Band.
Bob comes from Evansville,
Indiana. He il; studying business.
He attended Reitz Memorial High
School where he played clarinet
in .the school band. In his senior
year he held the office of vice·
president.
Bob is also known for his fine
work in the Xavier University's
Sodality where he produced and
directed the 1957 Variety Show.
He will again direct and produce
this coming season. As a member
in the Advance R.O.T.C., he is
the band commander as well as
belonging to the Xavier's Order
of Military Merit. Bob has his
own band, and they play for the
various functions throughout the
town. In his band Bob plays the
piano. Sometime in January, he
will wed Miss Carole Antinucci.
After graduation in June, Bob
will serve his country.
In behalf of the entire staff
of the Xavier News I want to
wish Bob all the luck in the wide
world. Good Luck, Bob.
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_?!..GE TWO

XU Neivs Editorial

l\fusic Stand

In Recognition • • •

by John Logsdon

In journalism there are two opinions in i·egards to printing
lists of names. The first is "names make the news": and the
· second is that no one wants to read a "telephone book." Right
now we really don't care which viewpoint is correct. We are
going to mention quite
few names of people who deserve
much more recognition than this editorial can offer. They arc
the officers and chairmen of the 1958 Homecoming festivities.
They have accepted a great deal of responsibility and a great
deal of work. This publication will also give the students a
directory by which they will be able to contact any of the
gentlemen mentioned for information concerning Homecoming.
James J. Madigan, general chairman; Terry Lautenbach
and Tom Hennessy, Queen selection; Dan Enright, floats;
Paul Arling, treasurer and ticket sales; John Logsdon. pub·
licity; Jerry Grogan, field decorations; John Finn~ Fieldhouse
and Armory decorations (he will be assisted by the Gamma
Pi Fraternity); Bob l\'lcLaughlin, table reservations; Pershing
Rifles, clean-up; X.U. Dads Club, refreshments and ticket
sales.
The duties of these men are to consolidate and utilize to
the best of their judgment the efforts and cooperation of the
student body. Without the backing they ask for, they will be
wasting their time and Homecoming will flop.

a

Filial Negligence?
The relationship between father and son has been discussed by many people over the years. Views have been
expressed on the closeness of father and son from the time
the boy is born, till the t~me h.e ~ecomes a man and, eventually,
a father. Then the relationship is carried from grandfather to
grandson, thus keeping the cycle in motion.
Perhaps the most overworked subject is the relationship
between the teenager or the young adult and his father. We
read of the disinterest of fathers, the disrespect and ingratitude
of sons toward their fathers. We can see two crimes in their
results: The father who gives his son everything but his time
and love; the son who regards "the old man" as a "walking
checkbook" and ''mouthpiece." Perhaps we truly appreciate
this gift only when we no longer have it.
. What,, how~ver, is our purpose in the above lines? It is
simply this. Smee we do obviously owe our parents and
others, our fullest respect and obedience, we should eadh try
!O aad to these two ~uties the habit of including our Dads
m every facet of our lives. This includes, almost in a primary
sense, our college life.
For the dorm student it could be an extra letter a little
more concern for his welfare when he is home. it could
also mean an invitation to attend many of the affairs of a
family nature, such as the Xavier Homecoming.
For t~e day-hop it means ~ome~hing of a slightly different
nature. Smee most of us are m da1ly contact with our Dads
we tend to take him for granted. We can become so concerned
w!th other things such as studies, activities, jobs, the girl
friend, the car, etc., that we present an attitude of indifference
which can be a very bitter pill to a father who has generously
made all of the sacrifices most fathers have.
That lesson above is one that we should all try to put into
practice if we have not already done so. The Dads Club has
already made the first move. They plan to take on all of the
dirty work of the homecoming dance so that the students can
all have a better time. The refreshments will he handled and
sold by the dads, the clean-up job for the Fieldhouse will be
taken care of by the dads, and the dads will act as chaperones
or bouncers if need be.
The new. officers for this year's organization, Mr. Elmer
Fenton, president, Mr. Charles Conners, vice-president, Mr.
Paul Doherty, secretary, and Mr. Thomas Purcell treasurer
have another big night planned for October 17. That is a fathe~
and son night. This event will be publicized in the next issue
of the News.
. So the above wasn't just another sermon, but a presentati~n of the facts and what should be done about it. We don't
th,1nk that there are too many heels attending Xavier who
will laugh at this very mature and important facet of life.

by Stalford P. Mooney

...................................................................................................
It is a well known fact that
Hollywood has a tendency to
ruin the material it has acquired.
No small amount of good or
even fine literature has been
torn to shreds in the production
mills. The movie men have of
late been invading Broadway for
their material. In this .vay they
believe that the moviegoer will
be able to see "what New Yorkers paid ten dollars to see." This
idea is fine except that there
aren't enough top flight plays
worth the price of production.
Damn Yankees falls into this
vast category.
However the fact that the play
is only a mediocre musical isn't
its only discrediting feature.
Hollywood has added its trademark-Tab Hunter. Mr. Hunter

(Joe Hardy) is perhaps the most
unbelievable l o o k i n g baseball
player possible. In those scenes
where no stand-in was used, •rab
looked more like a reject from a
class "C" knothole team. Lest
we give too much space to the
incomparable Tab Hunter (1
wouldn't insult another actor by
a comparison), let us mention
some other members of the cast.
Ray Walston (Applegate) is
very amusing in a losing cause.
Perhaps a 'better Joe Hardy or
Lola would have made his antics
more effective. Gwen Verdon
(Lola), looking wilder than the
devil himself, seemed a bit old
for the part.
The music will never become
classic or even very popular.
(Continued on Pase 8)

Jazz is becoming increasingly
important in the social and cultural framework of today's college campus. In schools around
the country many students find·
jazz an emotional and intellectual outlet which provides a
stimulus to musical inquiry, a
source of relaxation from the
day-to-day pressure of studies,
and a common -meeting ground
for discussion and friendship.
Jazz has become the same sort
of symbol for our generation of
college students that bathtub gin,
dance marathons, and raccoon
coats were to our parents.
To us who are on the "inside
looking out" our symbols naturally appear to be of lasting and
significant importance. Very often time has proved us wrong,
as it has so often regarding the
symbols of generations past. But
I think an objective examination
of just what ja·zz has to offer
will show that here is more than
temporary fascination and superficial :worth.. Jazz is, in the
opinion of expert musicians, an
original art form early in its
development. M o s t musicians
agree that future years will
. bring jazz to a position of public
acceptance; they also agree that
it is today's college jazz enthusiast who will spearhead this rise
to acceptance. Thus the efforts
of any student toward a wider
knowledge of this music should·
n6f be discredited.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

LET'S
ARGUE
by Jim Wlgp
11111111111111111111111111111 IIIII II IIIIII IIIII I
I remain firmly convinced, de·
spite Aristotle's allegation to the
contrary, that the mark of an
educated, intelligent, wise man,
is the 'ability to pick the !law jn
a fool's argument, and if you think
this is easy, note how well we
handle the preposterous belches
of fantasy that tumble daily
from "Pravda" and similar voces
veri. I am always reminded of
the thief, who, being chased
through a crowded store by a
group of police shouting "Stop
that man!" eluded capture by the
remarkable illogic · of shouting,
"Stop that woman!" while pointing ahead of him.

Herewith, after a short ·bow
to John Henry, Cardinal Newman, is an interesting proof that
the . attainment of heaven depends ultimately upon the desire
for money. Sounds ridiculous,
but can you refute it?

unavoidable.
"Now except for a very few
of 'the 400,' most men and women
today do not inherit enough
money to sustain themselves in
the style-to-which-they-would! i k e - to - become - accustomed
throughout their lives. Thus,
they must work for a living for
themselves and their children.
But it is not enough to work for
sheer necessities; 'Not 'by bread
alone does man Jive . . .' And
the schools, much as they might
like it, cannot subsist upon barter ('What do you mean, 'three
thousand bottles of TRIG for a
year's tuition'?'), but must have
that which is Caesar's.
"Yet the number of knights
of the road~we used to call
them bums until they began calling for their welfare checks in
Buicks-indicates that a man
must want to make a living
before he actually will, as indicated by the number · of ulcers
and heart attacks among happily
married men. In short, heaven
depends upon religion, which for
most depends upon education,
which in this country depends
upon money, which darn near
anywhere depends upon the
desire for money.
"Don't applaud___: just throw
money-I'm working my way
through Sister Mary Borgia's
religion class."

"No one questions that the
attainment of heaven depends
upon God's grace, but as we all
It's not enough to giggle or to
know, 'Not everyone ·who says
people believe arguments
scoff;
to me·, 'Lord, Lord,' shall enter
into the kingdom of heaven.' like that every day, or may.be
Further, 'Those \vho :believe you haven't been able to get
shall be saved, and those who radio Cairo recently. On the
do not believe shall ,be conThe jazz program at the Uni- demned.' These and sundry other other hand, maybe there is no
versity of Cincinnati is an ex- quotations, along ;with the doc- flaw; maybe the attainment of
cellent example of what can be . trine of the Church, urge us to heaven does depend upon the
accomplished on a. college cam- accept the fact that for most desire for money.
pus. Tomorr.')w night at 6: 00 in men a knowledgeable faith is an
Wilson Auditorium on the UC honest necessity for salvation.
campus, the ...Cincinnati Jazz · Particularly for the more intelConcert" will be held. Appear- ligent man is this trained faith,
ing in this contest will be ten this rationally grasped religion,
jazz groups currently working a necessity to· salvation.
around town. Winners will be
"But no one learns of his faith,
chosen by judges Dale Stevens,
or indeed of anything else withIoc~l columnist, Leonard Feather,
nationally-known jazz critic, and out some sort of training and
by E. S. Edelmann
Don Gold, editor of Downbeat. education. Unfortunately, man
The primary purpose of the con- lost the .preternatural gift ·of
I hope I won't be poaching on
test, however, is not to pick the infused knowledge as what some
'any of my fellow colleagues' preallege
to
be
the
ultimate
result
best group but to give each group
serves when I recommend the
a chance for recognition. Tickets of not keeping closer tab on his general categories of words and
Be
that
as
it
may,
man
•both
ribs.
for the contest are available in
by the ,boot out of Eden and the music. F'or words the place to
North Hall for $1.00.
shove
out of the family is forced go is the Public Library at
UC also schedules two bigEighth and Vine. Although the
name jazz attractions on campus to enter into somewhat of a U.C .. library has more volµmes,
formal
education;
in
short,
he
each year; sponsors jam sessions
the downtown institution has
at the Student Union periodi- must 'go to school, and if we · services and departments which
inter.pet
the
Church
strictly,
to
cally; and this year is operating
no other library in this area can
a workshop on Tuesday evenings a Catholic school at that. Par- match. Records and films can be
ticularly
if
he
·be
a
Catholic.
(We
where musicians can bring their
borrowed from the Music departinstruments, compositions, and assume that the just man still ment on the second floor. While
arrangements and be allowed falls seven times in one day, you're there you won't want to
free rein. These sessions are open and that the man needs some miss the se\•eral exhibits which
to ·the public. A program like knowledge of the sacraments and appear in the Tower Room,
this can go a long way towards his various duties.)
(3 rd. floor), the Art Department
helping students gain familiarity
"As we know, and as POAU (2 nd floor), and the browsing
with a worthwhile form of art. is determined to maintain, these room (1st floor near the Eighth
We have here on the Xavier Catholic schools exist by the St. Windows).
campus a group which has as- grace of God, and ·bY the beneMusic of the clubby, carbon
pirations to equal or surpass ficence of the flock, being nonUC's success. I speak, of course, subsidized at ·present. Conse- ated variety can be found in a
of the Jazz Club, which is bring- quently in the vast majority of num:ber of Walnut street spots.
ing the Four Freshman to Xav- cases a substantial tuition is . Certainly nothing profound about
ier later this month. If you are required (You too can be a anyone of the places, but they
at all interested in jazz, joining Xavier man: only $6000, only do .serve as bandstands for some
this club would be worthwhile; one thin check!) to keep the of the better local performers.
if you cannot become an active school going. Thus those who
October fourth is a big day as
member, at least help it along would educate themselves via a Lis and Larry Elga1·t play: at
by coming to the Four Freshman Catholic education must pay for Castle Farm, A free jazz concertconcert. ·
·
it. Unfortunate, :but in the main contest is open to the public at
Wilson auditorium at 4 p.m. that
day also.

WHAT'S
COOKING
·1N CINCY?
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On the 6th of the month the
Ice Follies glide in- for a five
day stand at Cincinnati Garden
and on the 7th Peter Ustinov
arrives at the Schubert dragging
his very successful vehicle Romanoff and Juliette.
Way off in the future (Oct.
George Shearing is to appear
at the Taft__;but more of that
from John Logsdon whose toes I
have now stepped on twice. See
you about.
' ·
21)
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THE. NEWS GOES TO A-DANCE AGAIN
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·FIVE BELLES FROM FRIDAY'S RALLY
I

Miss Elaine Alford, a sopho·
more at Xavier Commercial, is a
Guy Lombardo fan and thinks
that there are more day hops at
the dances. Also, she thinks the
floor could be smoother.
Miss Margaret Bergloff, Mt. St.
Joseph's, lists water skiing as a
hobby and likes meeting people
at the dances. But she would like
more fast music.
Miss Cheri Bischoff, a student
at Regina High, likes the idea of
playing records during the breaks
and thinks some Xavier men
could watch soberness a bit..
Miss Elaine Byrnes, Mother of
Mercy High, thinks the tables
outside, are a great improvement.
She thinks the dormies outnum·
ber the day-hops at the dances.
Miss Betsy Carroll, another
young lady from Mercy, thinks
that there· should be a larger
place for dancing. She wouldn't
come if the Xavier men weren't
" ••. nice guys.",
l\llss Deanne Cassinl, U.C., likes
the people she meets but thinks
that the boys do not dance
enough. She suggests having a
jazz band.
Miss Vicki Chappell, Regina
Hl1h, prefers classical music and
thinks the Armory is too warm.
She dances mostly with dorm
students.
Miss Pat Farrell of St. Mary
Bish School also thinks air conditioning would help. The day.
hops are shy and the University

men are " ... truly men of Xavier."
Miss l\larianne Felllnger, Mt.
St. Joseph, loves to Charleston
and dances mostly with 'day-hops.
She would like to see a shrine
at every dance.
Miss Barbara Field, a student
at St. Mary's W1h, dances mostly
with dormies but thinks the
Armory is too warm. She says
she will return to the dances,
Miss Georgeanne Frank, Our
Lady of Cincinnati, would like a
few more mixers. She thinks the
decorations are fine and thinks
X men are considerate.
Miss Gertrude Glotz, a lab
assistant, dances mostly with E.C.
students.
Miss Susan Greenup, Mt. Notre
Dame, thinks the boys are too
shy but does not. think the improvement in choice of bands
merits the increase in price.
Miss Kathy Hehemann, student
at Mt. St. Joseph, is another who
likes the records at the breaks.
More streamers would add to the
beauty of the decorations.
Miss Marianne Hoobler, a student at Mt. Notre Dame, is a
Buddy Rodgers fan. She would
like to see the fellows dance
more and thinks ·the dormies are
friendlier.
Miss Mary Lynne Kaiser, a
student In business school, thinks
that the good music is worth the
increase in price. She too thinks
Xavier men are sreat.
1

EDITOR'S NOTE: Last Friday
evening the News staff attended
the pep rally dance sponsored
by the Radio Club and repeated
an interview which was inaugurated last year.
As far as the interviews are
concerned, the dances have improved 100% since last year.
There were still a few general
complaints about the fellows not
dancing, but for the most part
the fellows have taken notice
and dance much more. The most
impressive thing about the entire
interview was the high esteem
the young ladles have for the
men of Xavier. It is a tribute to
them and a reputation to retain.
The News congratulates Student Council and all of the campus organizations for the won~ ·
derful improvements in these
dances.
Interviews were conducted by
Rich Vanek, Tony Schmitt, Ed
Edelmann, Bob Queenan, and
Denny Doherty.
Miss Terry Kamphake, St. Ur·
sula, thinks the boys are· too shy
and the Armory needs air condi·
tioning. She does not 'like the
new increase in price.
Miss Kathy Kramer, Edgecliff,
feels the dances are too crowded
and dances with dormies mostly.
She thinks Xavier men are goodlooking and intelligent.
Miss Carole Lee Lawson of
Regina doesn't think there are
enough tables and that the dor·

mies outnumber the day-hops.
The Armory is too hot.
Miss Gayle Lewis from Mt.
Notre Dame suggests that the
boys wake up. She prE!'fers dorm
students because they are friendlier.
Miss Blanche Lynch, Mt. St.
Joseph, was attending her first
Armory dance. But the decora·
tions were beautiful and X men
are swell. She will come back.
Miss Maryann Manss, Unlver·
sity of Cincinnati, thinks there
should be fewer intermissions.
She likes Xavier men better tnan
U.C. men.
Miss Rose01ary Meyer, XUEC,
would like more cha chas in addi·
tion to more mixing. Dorm stu·
dents are more mature, sociable,
and at ease.
Miss Martha Moorman, Mt. St.
Joseph~ could do with less rock 'n
roll. She thinks X men are
" ... particularly intelligent •.•
cream of the crop . . • polite • . •
wonderful sense of humor."
Miss Elaine Muth, a typist and
secretary, was attending these
dances for the first time. She
doesn't like the increase in price
for the bette1· bands.
Miss Maureen O'Connor from
Edgecliff thinks there are too
many young high school girls in
attendance. Dormies are mo1·e
responsible and decorations are
fine.
Miss Carole Pla1eman, Mt. St,
Joseph thinks the mus~c is worth

the price. She was glad she came
and says she will come back.
Miss Elaine Patrockl of Mt. St.
Joseph, thinks every once and a
while the boys cast some wild
looks. She prefers day-hops be·
cause they're easier to date.
Miss Eileen Ryan, XUEC, is
another who doesn't like the in·
crease in price. She dances mostly
with day-hops and prefers that
group.
Miss "Ginger" Saltsman from
Mt. St. Joseph wants an air conditioner and doesn't like the in·
crease in price. Xavier men are
"fabulous."
Miss Judi Schaffleld, a Resin•
student, dances more with dayhops but prefers dormies, Lower
the decorations so there will oe
souvenirs after the dance.
Miss Ruth Ann Schalper, Be·
glna, also dislikes the higher price
for the better bands. More deco·
rations and air conditioning would
be nice.
Miss Joann Schloemer, Mt.
Notre Dame, wants more dancing
and mixing. She likes the bands
and thinks they're worth the
price. Prefers dormies.
Miss Ruth Ann Sehutte, a atu·
dent at the Evening Colle1e,
doesn't like the dances and doesn't
think she'll come back. She would '
like more decorations.
l\liss Cay Shea, Repna, likes
the dances because good Catholic
boyo. attend ·them. She thinks
(Continued on Pa1e 8)
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Passing· Key As Muskies Face Redskins
Bolstered by such stalwarts as
by Jack Gardner
guard
John. Drew, almost a sure
Miami's formidable Redskins
bet
for
all-Ohio honors, and
will provide the opposition to.
tackles
Herb
Fairfield and Ron
morrow as the Musketeers are
faced for the second consecutive
week with the situation of needing a victory to regain their
footing.

-
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many practice sessions this week
in preparation for the invasion
of the Musketeer "air force."
Miami manifested 1ood speed
in its attaek a1ainst Western
Michigan, led bJ neet-footed
halfbacks Geor1e Scott and Bal
Wiiiiams, who eonstantlJ skirted
the ends.
,
Williams averaged 5 yards per
tote last year to finish second in
rushing to departed fullback
·Dave Thelen, now with the
Ottawa Roughriders. Attempting
to fill Thelen's shoes will be
converted halfback Dave Morino,
who saw limited action last year
as a sophomore:
Morouzis Retums
Nick Morouzis, who broke his
leg last year in the Xavier game,
is back and will ibe the "trigger"
of the Redskins' offensive firearm. An accomplished field general as a sophomore, Morouzis
is highly-.touted by the Miami
p111blicity mill, and with good
reason.
The Indians, like the Muskies,
also have a depth problem, losing
Johnny Pont
16 men via the eap-and-gown
Guides the Redskins
.
. route.
Kacic, each of whom exceeds
Saturday's contest will pe the
230 pounds, the defensive line 18th :between the two schools,
will average 212 pounds.
with Xavier counting but five
Sharpen Pass Defense
victories in the series. Two
The lone cause for conC'ern games were tied.
This ls a "must" same for the
thus far on the Redskin reservation is the pass defense, which Muskies. They know it and so
was undoubtedly the subject of does Miami.

Successive jolts by Kent State
and the Quantico Marines require
Connolly's charges to gain a win
to even the slate at 2-2. The
News Sports Editor
Muskie offense, which was dorA pitter-patter of little cleats sounded on the sidewalk, mant until the second half of
a noise like hail on a cold tin roof. One by one, hulking grid- the Quantico game, flashed ocders drifted onto grass from the pavement and the pitter- casional . sparks_ of. ibril~iance
patter turned to thud-thud. The five o'clock sun made the eno.ug~i . time.~ to bring shghtly
practice field a canvas of distorted silhouettes. The air cooled .• opt~mist~c smiles to the faces of
for contact for the arriving behemoths.
their faithful followers.
On the field's trampled grass, where thirsty young ReSerieka Still Absent
serves awaited their parole from sweat and the toil's end, a
One year ago almost to the
nimble number 29 cheered, goaded and coached his troupe.
day
Jocko Serieka sparked the ·
The center didn't "hit out" with his snap. For his lethargy
he was brought an outsized playmate, enticed by number 29 Muskies to a 39-19 comeback
to flatten said center on the next play for the prize of a· drink trouncing of the Oxford crew for
of water. Goliath dumped David and lumbered to the fountain. the high point of the season. The
The quarterback pitched a nice pass to an end, but the Musketeers, however, will be
pass was thrown sidearm. Number 29 urged him caustically to without the services of Serieka
join Bentley Post if he wanted to wheel and deal his throws. and f e 11 o w fullback Eddie
Now and then Roger Bertoia himself would demonstrate Thomas for at Jeast another
the passing technique that amassed in his senior year at Xavier week, causing the backfield to
in numbers.
a record-breaking 1051 yards. Not more than now and then remain shallow
'•
would Roger Bertoia miss. The Joliet, Illinois native ·whose
Miami has been victorious in
strong right arm helped make the Bertoia-Junker-Young tri- Its only venture thus far, scoring
umvirate more renowned than the fearsome threesome of the a 34-20 decision over Western
old Palatine Hill Patricians, Caesar, Pompey and Crassus, is Michigan. Although the score
now employed as the Assistant Football Coach at Elder High would seem to lndleate that the
School.
Indians' defense leaves something
* • • • •
to be desired, this is not the ease.
Roger is one of many midwest high school coaches whose
name was onee taped to the head of a Ray Baldwin locker.
Myron Kilgore, a blocking back on the first three Connolly elevens, is Franklin Shand's new assistant at DePorres,
Myron's alma mater where five years back he captained footfall, basketball and track. Gene Terry, the friendly Irish cente1·
Foundation after serving at Xavwho filled in so capably last fall when Greg Fennell was
by Hap O'Daniel,
The next time you pass North
injured, has returned home to Covington Holmes, where
ier for ten years.
XU News Asst. Sports Editor
Cherry was born in Norfolk,
Northern Kentuckians will remember him as their All-South- Hall, stop in and look at the
"Young man in a hurry" would
ern Lineman of 1953. Terry McGuff, another .June graduate, trophies displayed there. There be an apt apellation for Xavier's Virginia, but calls Columbus his
is now assisting ex-Musketeer Fullback Terry Malone at Ham- are trophies won •by the football new Director of Sports Informa- home, having moved there at an
teams, basketball teams and--oh tion, Jack Cherry.
early age. He attended St. Charles
ilton Catholic.
.
yes!-the Sailing Club.
• * * • "'
, At the "tender" age of 23, when· High School, which is also repreThe Sailing Club is the newest many men are just testing their sented at Xavier by soph halfback
Into the corn-stalked, cow-specked fields of Shawano
County, Wisconsin, a few swamps north of Outagamie County addition to the Xavier sports wings ·after graduation and mili.- Lou Martin. Jack left XU in '56
and the bustling feed stores of Kimberly, has returned one of family, but has already won its tary service, Jack has tackled a to take a job with the Columbus
the most colorful athletes Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse has share of trophies. The newest job which has driven men of
displayed. Stuart Edw1;1rd Courchaine, whose rise from the and one of the most handsome more experience and stronger
Xavier bench never drew less than an enduring chorus of trophies was won .this year constitution than he to ulcers,
"Stu-Stu-Stus" has caught on as the head basketball and base- at Put-In-Bay, Ohio in the Inter- nervous breakdowns· and the like.
lake Yachting Association's Inball coach at Mattoon High School, Mattoon, Wis.
The facts are stretched someI guess that anyone as colorful as Stu is fated to commence vitational Regatta. The trophy what
in the previous paragraph.
his coaching career in a µondescript little community named is made of a silver whiskey plate
But it Is true that the office of
Mattoon that lies just down the pike from Phlox and a pasture and a large yellow pennant.
This was the first year that athletic pnblic~y director Is a
or two west of a Menominee Indian Reservation.
Mattoon High is a co-ed institution of some 200 pupils. the Interlake Yachting Associa- seemingly endless job, what with
Its basketball squad finished third last winter in the confer- tion invited a collegiate class to programs, broehures and weeklJ
releases to be gotten out, two
ence, and, with four of the first six men returning, prospects its regatta, and Xavier did newspapers and eight radio staadmirably-third place, finishing
speak well for Courchaine success. ·
tions to be kept satisfied, and
Stu is one of the biggest men in Shawano County these behind Ohio State and General innumerable
requests for tickets
days. He's a respected high school coach, well-stocked in let- Motors Institute.
and
information
from scouts, fans
Publicist Chel'Q'
termen and steeped in basketball lore gained from three trips
Members of the club who made and magazines.
to the NIT. He even had an accommodating predecessor. When the trip were Steve Schultz,
DISPATCH and attended evening
Replaced Coates
the fellow left, he burned every note, diagram and statistic in Club Commodore, John O'Connor,
classes at Ohio State.
Jack, who officially began his
his desk except the scorebook.
Jack Sheblessy, Bill Nevel and
After six months with the DISjob September 21, is no novice at . PATCH, Jack left to become
Dick Kaiser.
Another trophy won this sum- most of the above tasks. He can sport·s editor of the Piqua, Ohio
mer was in the Cowan Lake point to two years service under DAILY CALL. He vacated this
Sailing Association's Fourth of former publici.St Bob Coates, post midway through -1957 to head
July Regatta. Joe Creager rep- whom . he replaced, in 1954 the sports department of the Lanthrough l956.
resented the club in the race.
caster, Ohio EAGLE-GAZETTE.
by Joe Petrocelll
Coates resigned at ·the start of
Any students interested in
When Coates resigned, Cherry
. Except for the score, the game was a real crowd pleaser. joining the club can contact this school year to become execu- passed up a better offer from
The above statement just about sums up the story of the either Steve Schultz or any tive director of the Hamilton the Columbus JOURNAL to reXavier-Quantico Marines fracas last Sunday night, in which member of the club. They can County chapter of the ·National turn ·to Xavier. "Ever since I left,
I've always wanted to come
the Marines, an old nemesis back on the schedule after a year's also come fo the next meeting,
October 13. No previous sailing
back," stated Jack upon his reabsence, outscored the Muskies 31-20.
'
Half b a ck Harry Jefferson
turn.
spelled trouble for the Big Blue. offense came to life and rang up giving none to the heavy Marine
Excellent Cooperation
The fleet-footed Illinois graduate more first downs and total yard- line, Tomczak plugged the holes
Cherry remarked that he bas
General Admission tickets to received excellent · eoopentloa
kept the Leathernecks undefeated age than the foe, but victory, like a veteran as he was credited
the Miami-Xavier game will be from everyone In bis ·aew job,
by tallying on runs of five· and needless ·to say, is measured by with 10 tackles and five assists.
Penalties were the order of the on sale the day of the game at "My job was made euler because
21 yards and an 81-yard punt the final score.
With the aerial attack clicking night as flfteen-yarden were Oxford.
return.
I already knew most of the ndio
There are no GA tickets avail- and TV men, which save me a
Jefferson, a New York Giants often enough, the X-Men moved given out like football sebedules
before .the opening same. Quan- able at the Xavier Ticket Office. definite advantage," he declared.
draft choice, showed his pro the ball well enough to win. Too tico
was penalized 97 yards while
A confirmed golf addict since
-Bob Massman
potential with his elusive ball- many mistakes, plus two blocked
XU
received 80 for various Inpunts,
a
fumble
and
Jefferson's
taking
up the sport about a year
carrying throughout the contest.
fractions.
ago, Jack spends practically every
He averaged 10 yards per carry long run were responsible In the
In
order
to
secure
equipment
One Marine violation placed .
final analysis for the loss.
spare minute on the links. ms
the first half.
the ball on their one· and set up from- the J.M. ease, you must practice sessions will probably
Tomczak
Touch
present
your
student
ldentlflca·
Offense Rallles
the ~irst Xavier marker, by Jerry
come few and far between now,
The Marines had all they could
One thing that stood out par- Casper. A personal foul late in tlon card. No equipment will be however, as he waa married nine
handle and were hard-pressed to ticularly was the yeoman de- the game gave X the ball on the 1lven out unless this eard 11 weeks ago. He and his wife live
short-circuit the Muskies' fourth- fensive work of linebacker Gene Marine three, with Lane sneaking presented.
-Ra1 BaldwlD at 551 Stanley Avenue in Clnquarter offensive aurge. The Tomczak. Asking no quarter and over for the final score.
cinnatL
-· ___,
1

Sailors Place In
Put-In-Bay Meet,
Cowan Regatta

Jack Clierry, New ~ports
Publicist, Takes Office

Marine Halfbacl{ Brilliant·
In 31-20 Q11antico Success

BULLETIN
BOARD

• • •
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Russ Goings Starting
Third- Season At Guard
by Tom Kall
Some football players just
naturally attract the eye of the
fans. Xavier's big "Number 61,"
Russ Goings, is one of these
attractiOf!S. If people in the
stands shudder at some of his
bruising tackle~, think how the
man across the line from him
must feel. Russ makes good use
of his 225 pounds.
Now in his third year as a
starting guard, he has gained the
awe and admiration of both
friends and foes for· his hard
blocking . and tackling. He has
also attained a reputation as an
excellent kicker. Russ has been
handling the kick-off duties for
the past two years. There aren't
many college players who can
kick-off into the end zone on a
fly.
Makes Good Grades
What makes Goings' football
achievements more outstanding
is the fact that he is accomplishing excellent grades in school.
Everything Russ does, he does
with genuine enthusiasm and
sincerity.
Now 26 years old, Russ has
been married for 31/.& years which
he calls "the happiest years of
my life." His wife, formerly of
Fort Worth, Texas, is Executive
Director of the West End YMCA.
They are the' proud parents of
a strapping little boy, Russell III.

shows why he was nicknamed
"Citation" by his high school
track teammates.
Russ is a veteran of the United
States Air Force. During his
years of service he traveled all
over the U.S. teaching the judo
which he learned at KOclokan in
Tokyo, Japan. He ·became such
an expert in the art that he was
chosen to teach it as part of the
air force's escape and survival
program.
Russ still keeps an active interest in judo by conducting judo
classes for all who desire to learn
this art of self defense. He also

~~r.:··

~::::;~~..:·:

~
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Russ Goings
Speedy Lineman

helped to keep his legs in condition by playing basketball while
in the air force.
Pursues M.S. in Marketing

Teammate of Dugan
Goings began his football
Russ Goings is a serious stucareer at Stamford High, Connecticut, where he was co-cap- dent. He realizes that to be a
tain along with Fred Dugan, ail- success in life he must turn in
American end from Dayton Uni- a real .effort in school, Russ'
versity, now a professional with grades exemplify his hard :work
the San Francisco 49er's. Russ
also participated in ibasketball in the classroom. He has been
and track in high· school. His placed on the Dean's List two
exceptional speed for a lineman times, an enviable feat for any

PAGB

student, much less a married
athlete.
Russ is now doing graduate
work at Xavier for his Masters
Degree in Marketing. He will
attain this degree after the second
session of summer school in 1959,
Radio station WKRC in Cinand will enter the business world. cinnati announced this week that
Russ! brains and determina- it •will broadcast all of the 1958tion, mingled with an excellent 59 Xavier University basketsense of humor and an excep- ball games this season, 'both
tional ability to make friends, home and away.
assures everyone that he will be
Ed Kennedy, ·WKRC sports
a success in whatever he under- director will handle the ·Playtakes.
by-play of the 25 game Musketeer schedule, ilncluding games
on both the west and east coast.

Station WKRC
To Carrv
.. '58-'59
XU Cage Contests

Frosh Footballers
35 In Number;
To Play 4 Games

Xavier's football recruiting
staff travel-:?d far and wide to
put together this year's freshman
team.
Thirteen states, ranging from
Florida to Ontario, Canada, are
represented. Of the 35 players
on the roster, Ohio claims the
largest number (12), including
six from Cincinnati.
Six are from Pennsylvania,
three from l\fassachussetts, and
two each frnm New York, New
Jersey, Illinois, and Kentucky.
Missouri, Indiana, South ·carolina, Washington, D.C., Florida
and Ontario sent one player each.
The team is young,. with but
four players over 20. Eight are
17, sixteen are 18 and seven are
19. Biggest player on the team
is 250-pound tackle Rich Sabow,
with halfback Jerry Hamlin the
smallest at 162.
Included on the roster are
three quarterbacks, four fullbacks, eight halfbacks, two centers, six ·guards, six tackles and
six ends.
SCHEDULE
Oct. 16, Thursday-Dayton 8
Oct. 24, Friday-At Miami 3
Nov. 7, Friday-Marshall 3
Nov. 14, Fri.-At Ohio U. 3

Fl\~

MUSKETEER
OF THE WEEK

Xavier Football Statistics
Three Game Totals
PUNT RETURNS
Player
Att. Yds. Avg.
*Serieka ............ 3
54
18.0
T. l\leyer ..... ....... 2
19
9.5
Jordan ................ 1
6
6.0
Totals

6

• • •

KICKOFF RETURNS
Player
Att.
T. Meyer ............ 2
Noonan .............. 2
Carlini ........... .... . 1
Jordan ................ 1
Wessel ................ 1
Totals

7

• • •

79

Yds. Avg.
36
18.0
32
16.0
26
26.0
23
15.0
15
15.0
132

18.8

RUSHING
Player
Att. Yds. Avg.
Meyer .................. 40 140
3.50
Coyle
25
68
2.72
Noonan ................ 14
64
4.57
Casper ................ 22
50
2.27
Wessel ................ 11
4.09
45
Jordan
3.30
10
33
Carlini
4.20
5
21
*Serieka
20
ui
9
2.50
Lane
15
6

..................

................
................
............
....................

PASSING
Player
Att.
p.m. Casper .............................. 29
p.m. Lane .................................. 20
4
p.m. -Costello
p.m.
Totals
53

............................

Gene Tomczak

13.1

Quantico Game

From scrimmage the star-laden
Quantico Marines managed but
165 yards on the ground and 24
in the air. Spearheading the Muskie defense ·was a 184-pound center-linebacker from Erie, Pa.,
sophomore G e n e T o m c z a k •
"Jiggs," a converted halfback,
accounted for 10 tackles in his
38 minutes of play and is averaging 10 tackles per game. A hardnosed hell-for-leather player in
the best pigskin tradition, •romczak teams with Russ Goings to
make the inside linebacker posts
the most invincible in the l\luskie
defensive line.
Costello ................ 2
Totals

-10

144

446

3.05
TD's

Comp.
15
4
2

Yds.
168
64
4

%
55%
20%
50%

lntc.

21

236

39%

~

0

3

1

0

0

5

1

Do Jf>u Think for Yourself? (!!1:J;'t/t i~~r*)

a-····
:;'·

• ,='..

Do you-believe you cotilcl fool a lie:-J \
detector machine if you put
your mind to it?

vEs'D No.0

Do you believe society should adop.t'
new ideas at the expense of.
old traditions?,

vEs

Are you·completely it ease"when)
people watch you at work?,

VES·o NOD

·no you ·judge your parents as
you do other ~eople?.

·vEsONoD

D NOD

Do your ·emotiOnsever iead)rou to do
something that seems unreasonable,
even. to yourself?,

'.'fES

D No D

no· yoti"try"to plan ahead ratherthan
make snap judgment decisions?.

Vl!S

0: NOD

If your roommate suddenly inherited a vEs
million dollars, are you sure your
relationshi~ would remain the same?.
Can you honestlysay you pay mo~
attention to political issues than to i
the personalities of the· candidates?

~

O NO O

·o

vas

NO

D

I

The Man Who·Thinl<s for Himself
Knows...

ONLY VICEROY HAS A
THINKING MAN'S FILTER •• 91
A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI
One more question: Do you think about the-filter
cigarette you choose or just smoke any brand?
If you're the kind of person who thinks /or himself
.••• you use judgment in your choice of
'cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves usually
smoke VICEROY. Their reasons? Best in the world.
They know the difference between fact and fancy.
They know that only VICEROY has a

tliinking man's.Jilter and asmoking man's taate'.

•1p YOU HAVE ANSWERED YES TO e OP TH•a··
QUESTIONS, YOU ARB A PERSON WHO THINKa 1'01t.HIM81~PJ..
.IUDl.9roWAa W111'-.J'.11'-8CCll'Po

pacl.< or
crush··
proof
l)o~
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Band Holds
Dance Mter
Miami Game
by Frank Dulefeld
·The -band will open its social
activities Saturday, Oct. f. with
a dance right after the XUMiami football game. The dance,
the first ever sponsored by the
band, will be held 8: 30 to 12: 30
in the Armory.
Free Drinks
Beer and soft drinks are free.
One of the best local bands will
be on hand to provide the music.
The whole evening will cost you
only $3.00. The band has ·worked
hard to make this dance a success, so let's all be on hand and
join in the fun tomorrow night.
Appreciation
The band appreciates the way
the faculty, students, and fans

by R. DeVereaux

received their show at the
Quantico Marine game. At Miami,
the band wm feature . the trombone, tuba, trumpet, and percussion sections in four solo
numbers, displaying the band's
musical talent.
Student Officers
Besides the director, Gil Maringer, five students help run the

band; their efforts help make
the band a fine unit. Bob Sullivan from St. Bernard, Ohio, is
the band's president. Bob, a
Korean veteran, has played
trombone in the band for 4 years.
He is majoring in Business. Al
Rohs, from Cincinnati (West·wood), is the vice-president. Al,
who was converted from bell
lyre, now plays tuba. He is an
Accounting Major. Andrew Korts,
from Rochester, N.Y. is the secretary and librarian. Andy is a
History Major. Joe Marr, a senior from Hamilton, Ohio, is the
treasurer. Joe is a Pre-Med student. He is in his fourth year as
a drummer. Bob Schaffstein,
from Evansvil!e, Indiana, is the
student director. When not directing, he plays clarinet or, in
concert' season, piano.

Committee Set For JJliami Game;
Frosh Will Vote A.t Cont,ocation
The second Student Council
meeting was held in North Hall
last Monday, Sept. 29, 1958. Ken
Schneider, the president, had a
few announcements which he
made at the outset of the session.
He suggested that at Saturday's
Miami game some overseers to
protect Xavier's fine reputation
should be appointed. This In·
cluded a chairman, Mr. Foster,
along with· the help or the Xavier's Knights of Columbus and
the Veterans Club; Ken also
pointed out to Council that there
would be a joint meeting of the
Councils of UC and Xavier, 7:30
Monday evening ·at UC, and that
there was reading matter pertinent and of interest to the
members on hand.
f
Ed Schmidt, handling financial
matters, declared ~hat dual records of all expenditures will be
held by Fr. Ratterman and Council, and that clubs must pay a
little more attention to their
budgets. They must employ some
discretion in their set-ups in the
future to avoid any possible difficulties.
•
Mr. Aherns, chairman of the

Va~ek

As seen in advertisements, the
college student is a neat, cleanshaven, impeccably dressed, intelligent looking individual. The
Fact?
Today's college student goes to
class dressed like an engineer. An
engineer for the Sanitary District, that is. His footware consists of anything from football
cleats to gym shoes that don't
match. He wears sweat socks
that are yellow from lack of
bleach, and these have usually
crept halfway down his legs. His
trousers will pass if they have a
buckle (usually open) on the
back; their color is optional.
Shirts are seldom seen except at
a dance, and here is where comfort reigns. The sweater has to
be rolled up at the wrists and
hang to the knees to pass. Sweat
shirts are acceptable, provided
they are embellished with a little
egg or chocolate stain. The hair
is usually crop-cut, giving that
concentration-camp look; and
shaving is restricted to the weekends. It seems hard to believe
after that description, but the
average student is highly individualistic.
Some will wear their wristwatches above the elbow, while
others put them on in the morning with their sox above the
ankle. A certain student wears
on his' little finger a small ring
given him by a former friend,
and he hasn't had the money to
have it cut off. He may wear a
ring on a chain around his neck,
but that can't be seen unless he
cuts a hole in his sweat shirt.
That's done sometimes also. Most
students have their own respective gait and range, from looking
like apes to walking like giraffes.
After not going into too much
detail, is it any wonder that at
8:30 in the morning when the
Prof walks into class his first
feeling upon seeing this conglomeration of young adults is
one of being sick?

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD

ao.

Z Minutes Fl'.Jm Xavier
(One Bloek Scatb of Dua)
JEffenoa 1·1181

v

OIEICD

1a CREAM

(with Vitamin D)

They can't be beat as Healthful Food
and Refreshing Dessert I At your favorite

Under old business, Council
tackled the Radio Club's report
on ·their dance-a success. Tom
Frank disclosed that the I.D.

cards, due to mailing difficulties,
will be picked up by students
Wednesday from · 8:30-3:30 in
North Hall. A lot of time was
then consumed in retracing the
legality of the executive in proposing the Miami undertaking.
Council r.ather thoroughly reviewed the matter, spearheaded
by Terry Lautenbach. Then Council proceeded into the new busi·
ness of the day.

o.ea..,..11.n

(BJ CM AuU&or of" Rall11 R01&nd flae Flao, 801111 "and,
"Barefoot Bo11111ill& Cheek.")

HOW GREEN WAS MY CAMPUS
Don't tell me: I know how busy you've been I I know all the
things you've had to do in the opening days of the school yearregistering, paying fees, finding lodgings, entering a drag race,
getting married, building a cage for your raccoon. But now,
with all these essentials out of the way, let us pause and join
hands and take, for the first time, a long, leisurely look at our
campus.
Ready? Let's got
We begin our tour over here on this lovely stretch of greensward called The Mall. The Mall, as we all know, was named in
honor of our distinguished alumnus Fred Mall, inventor of the
opposing thumb. Before Mr. Mall's invention, the thumb could
not be pressed or clicked against the other fingers. As a result,
millions of castanet makers were out of work. Today however,
thanks to Mr. Mall, one out of every three Americans is gainfully employed making castanets. (The other two make croquet
wickets.) Mr. Mall is now 106 years old and living in seclusion
on a sea cliff in Wellington, Kansas, but the old gentleman is
far from idle. He still works twelve hours a day in his laboratory, and in the la.st year has invented the tuna, the cuticle,
and lint.
·
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Cheerless leader

CHICO'S
3632 MONTGOMERY

QUALITY

HOMOGENIZED MILK

upcoming Frosh elections, explained to Council the voting and
campaigning procedures that will
be followed this year. Of major
Importance was the fact that all
Freshmen will vote at the Oct. 15
Convocation. Campaigning was
running all this week.

Not a "rah rah" left in him! He's just
discovered there's no more Coke. And
a cheer leader without Coke is as sad
as a soap opera. To put the sparkle
back in his eye-somebody!bring him a sparkling cold Coca-Cola!

But I digress. Let us resume our tour. At the end of The
Mall we see a handsome edifice called The Library. Here books
are kept. By "kept" I mean °"kept." There is no way in the
world for you to get a book out of the library ... No, I'm
wrong. If you have a stack permit you can take out a book,
but stack permits are issued only to widows of Presidents of the
United States. (That Indy you see coming out of the library
with a copy of Girl of the Limberlost is Mrs. Millard Fillmore.)
Next to The Library we see the Administration Building.
Here one finds the president of the university; the deans, and
the registrar. According to ancient academic usage, the president
is always called "Prexy." Similarly, the deans are called "Dixie"
and the registrar is called "Roxy." Professors are culled "Proxy"
and housemothers are called "Hoxy-Moxy.' 1 Students are
called "Algae."
'
Diagonally across
The Mall we see the Students Union. It is
a gay mad place, frankly dedicated to the fun and relaxation
of we undergraduates. Here we undergraduates may enjoy
ourselves in one of two ways-with filter or without. We undergraduates who prefer filters, prefer Marlqoro, of course. Oh,
what a piece of work is Marlboro! The filter filters, the taste is
smooth but not skimpy, mild but not meagre.
We undergraduates who prefer non-filters, prefer Philip
Morris, of corris. It is a natural smoke, a clean smoke, a flavorful, zestful, pure and peaceful smoke ... Now hear this: Philip
Morris and Marlboro each come in a choice of two packs-:crushproof Flip-Top Box or the Cnmiliar Soft Pack.
So now, as the setting sun casts a fiery aura over the spires
and battlements of our beloved campus, let us hie ourselves to
our tobacconist's and lay in a night's supply of Marlboro or
Philip Morris, and then let us, lowing, wind slowly o'er the lea
. to our dormitories and sit upon our army surplus cots, spent
but content, 3nd smoke and dream and hark the curfew toll the
knell of parting day. Aloha, fair campus, aloha!

• • •
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca·Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

Cl 101111 at11 llllU1man

For a complete tour of1mokln1 plealure tr11 lfltered Marlboro
and non-lfltered Philip Morrl1, who1e maker1 take plea1ure
In brln1ln1
lh" column lhrou1hout the ichool 11ear.
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Another school year is already
well under way. We're glad to
see all of the old familiar faces
among us again, and we hope
the new ones of you, both faculty
and students, won't feel like
strangers very long. As most of
you freshmen have by now discovered, , Cincinnati is a city of
good •beer stations and good
parties. J:ust don't let the partying ·get in the way of your real
reason for being here at Xavier
University. We'd hate to see you
leave so soon.
So far the freshmen have
probably been literally bombarded with advice of one sort
or another. So we'd like to add
our belated ·bit to the collection.
Actually all of you have had the
course which says study much,
party little or at least in moderation, and keep out of trouble.
But these things have little
meaning unless accompanied by
a good measure of genuine school
spirit. If you don't really care
very much about your university you won't 1be the kind of
student it needs or wants. Without it you only get a part of the
education you came here seeking.
School spirit entails so much
more than just rooting for an
N.1.T. Championship basketball
team. A loyal Xavier man backs
all of the teams, win or lose.
He upholds ·faculty decisions
even when he may not. agree
with them. No need to say that
he keeps all the university's
rules and regulations. He doesn't
criticize the university publicly.
One of the fabulous things aibout
our country is the way we are
permitted to "gripe." But . do
you have to have an audience?
A loyal stude~t will defend his
university from unjust remarks
but not so vehemently that he
·undoes all the · good intentions
he had.
1Show your school spirit by
participation. Join the campus
organizations which hold some
interest .for you. Not only will
they give you a chance to meet
new people but they will give you
a chance to show just what you

can do. Don't be a do-nothing
member. Serve on committees
and help get things done. Every
organization n e eds workers.
They'd be a sorry lot with nothing 1but leaders and club officers.
Attend the dances, spec i a 1
Masses, and other university,sponsored events. And while you
are doing these things don't be
afraid to speak up and offer
suggestions. If there is anything
this campus can use more of it
is imagination-working ideas.
To all men of Xavier we'd
like to say that we hope this
will be one of your most pleasant
little effort on your part and a
years. It can 1be with just a
spark of co-operation and imagination.

Poet's Corner
Now students and their profs
congregate
With one intent in mind-to
educate,
But on their way to class • • •
"It's not THAT late!"
Only nine more months 'til June.
In the science labs we see how
intelligent,
Are our chemists doinig samples
of wonderment;
Wh'ile .they blow up Logan Hall
in experimentOnly nine more months 'til June.
And here she comes-efficient
Miss Stenographer,
Who admits her talent's way
beyond amateur;
Then she breaks a nail and calls
on LuciferOnly nine more months 'til June .
His English and his speech we
·idolize,
Mr. Webster's little book he
could revise;
But exposed to locai jive .• .?
can'·t recognizeOnly nine more months 'til June.
One week's Tesults of psych, we
must confess, ·
Tempts femininity to make a
guess;
And if it's right her shingle reads,
"PROPHETESS"Only nine more months 'til June.
Marketing could make him a
·
millionaire,
If only business-wise he had a
care,
But s e l i in g underwear, he's
debonairOnly nine more months 'til June.
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The Night Side of The News
Dr. Bielauskas
Tells Aho11t
Red Regime

Dominican Leaves For
Mission In Formosa
by Jim Vorwoldt, E.C. Editor

Sept. 28, 1958, 8: 00 p.m., St. hair, Fr. Welte, in the black and
Dr. Vytautas J. Bieliauskas
joins the Evening College faculty :Mary's Church,. lfrde Park. The white hooded uniform of his
to instruct psychology. A native gold vested altar was lit by the order, prostrated himself before
of Lithuan;a, Dr. Bieliauskas many gold capped candles on the altar as the solemn invocacame to this country as a refugee and around it. The gold veiled tion was pronounced. Fr. Piepentabernacle was topped by a brier then read Fr. Welte's comfrom communism.
jeweled crown. Aside from the mission. Afterwards, the young
After acquiring his bachelor's
flickering candle all was silent, missionary renewell his vows of
degree in psychology at the Uniwaiting
for that certain moment. obedience to his superiors. The
versity of Vilkauiskis, he atThe
empty
monstrance awaited mission cross was then blessed
tended the University of Kaunas.
its divine visitor.
and suspended about Fr. Welte's
To escape communism·, Dr.
Suddenly, the silent night was neck. While the choir intoned the
Bieliauskas fled to Germany
rent assunder as the orga11 gave Ave. l\laria, Fr. Welte received
where he was interrogated by
vent to its transcendent tones. the kiss of peace from his clergy
the Gestapo who suspected he
Down the main aisle came a brethern.
had connections with the Lith- serious procession. Headed by
Monsignor Edward A. Freking,
uanian underground. As 'l war
the eternal Cross, the clergy and
time refugee in Germany, he choir approached the main altar. pastor of St. Mary's Church,
received his doctorate at the
In the rear of the train was the gave a beautiful sermon on the
University of Tuebingen. At this principal subject of the evening unity of man in the Mystical
time Dr. Bieliauskas experienced celebration, Fa th e r Heriburt
much of the realism of a country Welte, O.P. On this night Fr. Body of Christ. The congregation
at war. Later he began his Welte went through his depar- was then solemnly blessed by the
new missioner. The prayer for
teaching career at the Univerture rites as he set out for the
sity of Munich.
a
safe journey, the itinerarium,
mission of Formosa. Members of
In the United States· Dr. the Dominican, Franciscan, Jesuit, was then read. This prayer was
Bieliauskas first taught at Kings Marianist, Maryknoll, Passionist, followed by Solemn Benediction.
College, Wilkes Barre, Pennsyl- and other religious orders were The procession regrouped and
vania, in 1949. For the past eight present to assist Fr. Welte. Many marched out of the Church. Fr.
years he has been professor and of these men had already under- Welte was now formally installed
director of clinical and applied gone physical ·persecution in the as a missionary of Christ. The
psychology at the College of various missions of India, Japan, liturgy of the rite was explained
. William and Mary.
and .China, as well as the home by Fr George Berwanger of St.
Gregory's Seminary.
While Dr. Bieliauskas was at missions.
Munich, he met and married a
Leaving this week, Fr. Welte
Representing the Provincial
young Lithuanian woman named Superior of the Dominicans, Fr. of Freiburg, Germany, was comDaunte, also a refugee. They Pienpenbrier, 0. P., officiated missioned in Cincinnati, Ohio to
have four children: Linus, Diana, during the rites. Fr. Pienpen- preach to the inhabitants of the
Aldona, and Cornelius.
brier and two assistants, all island of. Formosa, half way
clothed in gold vestments, faced around the world. Thus the arms
of the Cross enfold the earth, the
Fr. Welte.
Short in stature, a youthful planets, the stars, the galaxies,
face topped with curly brown and the universe.
Record enrollment has been
set at the Xavier Evening College this fall. Over 1300 are
The call for writers for the Night Side of the News is out.
enrolled in academic and short
Anyone
interested should see Mr. Sweeney or attend our
courses. In the fall of 1956 the
academic· enrollment totaled 1125; Friday staff meeting from 6:00-6:30 at the Evening College.
in the fall of 1957 it totaled 1083. Both humorous and serious writers are needed. Anyone is
This fall it has reached the top eligible. You will find that the moments spent digging up
at 1182. There are 130 persons
information or thinking up ideas for the reading pleasure of
enrolled in the short courses.

E.C. Sets Record
Enrollment

Attention Writers

More people are loyal to
Camels than any other ciga·
·rette today. It stands to
reason: the best tobacco
makes the best smoke. The
Camel blend of costly tobac·
cos has never been equalled
for rich flavor and easygoing mildness. No wonder
Camel is the No. 1 cigarette
of all brands today!
Fad• and fancy atuff
are for tit• bird• •• ,

Have a real
cigarette-

your evening comrades will be very enjoyable, as well as
improving your writing skills. We want all viewpoints: serious
and humorous, male and female, and single and married. Don't
be timid. Inquire now. Remember, we are not professionals;
only students trying to entertain and inform both ourselves
and our friends. The first meeting will be Friday, Sept. 26.
Anyone interested is cordially invited.

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
22 Years Experience
MUFFLERS
BRAKES
INSTALLED FREE
RELINED
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

$17.50
AND UP

.·~

~
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~
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MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE l\JAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) l\IE 1-6832
"World's First Specialized Muffler And Brake Service"

have a CAMEL
Too Important To Forget..-.
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
"George/ George/ Drop the Camels/"

656 East McMillan

WOodburn 1-2474
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Regina was attending her first
J\.rmory dance and thinks the
boys should dance more. She
doesn't think the increase in price
is worth it.
Miss Barbara Weiss, Mt. St.
Joseph, thinks the boys could be
more sociable, but thinks the
Xavier men she has met are
interesting.

Dance Interviews

(Continued from Page 3)
the X men exhibit the high standards taught by the Jesuits.
Miss Janet Swaback of Mt. St.
Joseph thinks the fellows could
be more courteous. Dorm students
are more courteous and friendly.
Miss Jan Warndorf of the
XUEC likes Bob Schaeffstein's
band. There are not enough older · Miss Kay Westerkamp, College
fellows at the dances but she will Conservatory, suggests more variety. She prefers the dormies bereturn for a good time.
they're more conversationcause
Miss Rosemary Wehrman from
al. X men-" ••• they're men."

--NEW
----a- ENGLAND -a
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HAT
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better ventilated.
Kathie Bertram of Ursuline,
a girl of many hobbies, wants
more boys to come to the dances.
Marilyn Ormsbee of Ursuline,
who likes to meet people from
all over, thinks that Xavier men
are very friendly.
Kathy Rabe, who sees Xavier
men as basically fun-loving guys,
would like to see them ·dance :i
bit more.
Marilyn Mccafferty from Mt.
St. Joe would like the Xavier
men to be more formal than the
crew-neck and wind-breaker set.
Jeanne' Rolfes of O.L.C., who
will return when .there is nothing
better to do, prefers the hale,
well-met dorm students.

Rita Hiendlma,.er, a nunlng
student at Good Sam who prefers
E
5· dorm students, says she would
be at Shipley's if she weren'.t at
the dance.
Homecoming
Elaine Mcconn of Relfna thinks
(Continued from Page 1)
too many girls came to the dances
and suggests that .the Armory be fusion of huge trailers, stacks of
lumber, bales of chicken wire,
and cartons of paper napkins will
emerge fifteen bizarre and colorful floats.
The floats will pass a panel of
3616 l\lont101ne~ Road
judges in the parade before the
EVANSTON
football game on Saturday afternoon, to decide the two best
One Block South of Dana
floats. The rest of the afternoon
A
Few
lllocb
North
! Cincinnati, Ohio
will be devoted to the serious
Of The Do1m1
business of watching the Muskies
Bachelor Senlce
i111111111111~1111111111111111111111111111mii
tangle with the University of
Fluff D~ lllUMll•
Detroit.
4 HOUR SERVICE
A big evening has been planned
•
The Drug Store Closest To

THE SHIRT
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for the post-game festivities. This back is not recommended by
Charlie Kehrer-Cincinnati's an- the manufacturer, however, ·since
swer to Lester Lannon-will pro- it eliminates the possibility of
vide continuous music from a cleaning the ring.
twelve-piece orchestra in the
Prices, including federal and .
Fieldhouse. At the same .time, state taxes are:
Bob Schaffstein and his band
play in the Armory. Tickets for
14 dwt. ring - $38.85
the dance, which Is scheduled
16 dwt. ring $40.90
from 1:30 to 1:00, are $4.00 a
18 dwt. ring $-13.00
couple. Beer and soft drinks will
All rings are fully guaranteed.
be sold at moderate prices, and
the potato chips and pretzels are A special offer is being made this
free! Tickets will be on sale in year which will entitle any stuSouth Hall beginning next. week. dent ordering a 1960 ring to return his ring to the manufacturer _
at
any time after gradua.Uon fo1·
Class Ring
polishing and refinishing, if this
(Continued from Page 1)
should be necessary. This service
order their rings at this time ;tnd will be performed free of charge.
bring a ten dollar deposit.
The rings are being manufacThree new finishes (the an- tured by the Josten Company.
tiquing process applied electrically to the background of the
Stagelights
ring) are available this year:
(Continued
'from Page 2)
Confederate gray, which gives the
ring .an unusual silver color; Only "Hear" or "Shoeless Joe"
regular sable, which has a brown are worth a mention. The dances
cast; and jet black, a deep, qright resemble Voodoo rites rather than
black.
something as American as baseStudel'l·ts will have their choice ball. The aforementioned "Shoeof the following on. their rings: le'ss Joe" number was the only
buff top or faceted top stone, one that made any sense.
weight, and the degree they exWith the combination of Tab
pect to receive upon graduation. Hunter and a second rate musiA plastic back is available only cal, I wouldn't ibe surprised if
in the 18-pennyweight ring, for Damn Yankees didn't win the
an additional charge of 50 cents. Academy Award.

will

Xavier Universitt1
3618 Montgomer,. Road

l\IElrose 1-3108

FOR RENT
Large room, 1st. floor private
entrance, close to X a v l e r •
Cooking privileges might be
arranged.
Call
RE 1-2341

line 311

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
606 Yine St.
PArkwar 1-7345

-the funniest, easiest way yet to make money!
PUT .•N A GOOD WORD AND
~

'

MAKE

Speak English all your life and what does
it get you? Nothing! But start speaking
Thinklish and you may make $25! Just
put 'two words together to form a new (and
much funnier) one. Example: precision
Bight of bumblebees: Swarmation. (Note:
the two original words form the new
one: swarm+formation.) We'll pay $25
each for the hundreds and hundreds of

$25!

new Thinklish words judged best-and
we'll feature many of them in our college
ads. Send your Thinklish words (with
English translations) to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A~ Mt~ Vernon,· N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university, and
clas8. And while you're at it, light up a
Lucky. Get the full, rich taste of fine tobaccol the honest taste of a Lucky Strike•

Get the genuine artlcle

Chili & Spaghetti,
With Beans, Cheese and Onions
Coney Islands - 2 for 25¢

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
....... ca..

